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51. INTRODUCTION 
IF T(M) denotes the signature of the oriented ifferentiable manifold M then for finite coverings 
M-+ M: T(M) = [FIT(M), where IFI denotes the order of the fiber F. 
Similar multiplicative behavior holds for certain fiberings of compact connected manifolds 
E +B [6]: r(E) = @)7(F), where F is the fiber. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop similar formulas for the eta invariant of [2] which may 
be regarded as a geometric signature. For finite coverings of 4k - 1 manifolds n(M) - /Fin(M), 
where = denotes congruence modulo multiples of half of the inverse of the denominator in the 
Lk -polynomial. 
Now suppose E + B is a fibering with E of dimension 4k - 1 with fiber F. Under certain 
conditions including the assumption that the bundle is locally metrically a product we find 
T(E) = IT + T(B)T(F), where = denotes congruence modulo multiples of half the inverse 
of the denominator of the L-polynomial. 
$2. SIGNATURE OF A FIBERED MANIFOLD 
Let M be a compact connected oriented ifferentiable manifold with fundamental cycle [Ml. 
If dim M = 4k then the cup product induces a pairing H*‘(M, R) x H*‘(M, R)+ R via 
(a, b)+(a U b)[M]. We define the signature T(M) of M to be the signature of this quadratic 
form. If dim M# 4k then set T(M) = 0. 
There is the following elementary consequence of the Hirzebruch signature theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ti + M be a covering space of the diflerentiabie manifold M with covering 
group of order n. Then T(U) = nT(M). 
Chern, Hirzebruch, and Serre[6] showed that a similar multiplicative property holds in certain 
types of fiber bundles. Denote by (F, E, B, T) a differentiable fiber bundle with F the fiber, E the 
total space, B the base, and r: E + B the projection. Let 9 be the class of fiber bundles where F, 
E, B are compact connected oriented ifferentiable manifolds, the orientation of E being induced 
by those of B, F taken in that order, with T,(B) acting trivially on the orientation class of F. Then 
we have the following theorem[6]: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (F, E, B, P) be a diflerentiable fiber bundle of class 9. Assume further that 
T,(B) acts trivially on H*(F, 2). Then T(E) = T(B)T(F). 
Remark. Atiyah [ 11 and Kodaira [ 111 showed by giving explicit examples that the assumption 
that rl(B) acts trivially on H*(F, Z) is needed for Theorem 2.2. This is in contrast o Theorem 
2.1 where the action of the fundamental group is nontrivial. 
$3. ETA INVARIANTS 
Let M be a compact oriented ifferentiable manifold with Riemannian metric g on its tangent 
bundle. If dim M = 4k - 1 then M U M bounds as an oriented manifold. Choose some W with 
6’W = M U M and extend g over W to be a product near the boundary. We define the eta 
invuariant of M by 
~~“)=;(-7(w)+~w L, n)) 
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where 7(W) denotes the signature of the manifold with boundary ( W, M U M) and Lk(R) is the 
L-polynomial in the Pontriagin forms of W. 7 (M) depends only on M and the Riemannian metric 
g of M. If dim M # 4k - 1 then define 77(M) = 0. 
The eta invariant is of particular interest because it is equal to a certain spectral invariant 
which may be interpreted as the signature of a quadratic form on L’(M)[2]. The reader is 
cautioned that q(M) is not a topological invariant in general although it may be topological for 
certain types of metrics on M [3,9]. 
04. ETA INVARIANTS OF FINITE COVERINGS 
Let 7T1$j+I+M‘t--I be a covering of M with finite fiber F. We suppose that M is 
endowed with a Riemannian metric which is lifted to M in the usual way. The purpose of this 
section is to investigate n(M) - [FIT(M) where (FJ denotes the order of F. 
We write pk = II(q)[2k’(4--1)1 where the product is taken over all odd primes 3 I q 5 2k + 1. 
Recall from [lo] that pk is the least integer so that pkLk(p,, . . . , pk) is the integral class in 
H*(BG, Q). 
THEOREM 4.1. n(M) - IF177 (M) is a topological invariant which is a multiple of (2~~)~’ and so 
in particular a rational number. The greatest common divisor of the numbers q(M) - [FIT(M) as 
m: A? + M varies over coverings of 4k - 1 manifolds is at most pk-‘. 
Proof. Recall that for two metrics h,, hZ on a manifold X4k with curvature forms R1, a2 we 
have Lk(R1)- Lk(R2) = dTLk(hl, h2) for some TLk(hl, ha) depending only on hl, h2[5]. Apply 
this result to X4k = Y4”-’ x I with hl the product metric g1 x 1 and h2 a metric joining gl, g2 on 
Y x 0, Y x 1 respectively and product near the boundary. This yields an explicit local formula for 
n (Y, g,) - 17 (Y, g2). Since the formula is local 77 (M) - IF/~(M) is a topological invariant. 
Now denote S@(M), SQk (ti) the Simons characters [12] corresponding to(& = pkLk and the 
metrics on M, ti. These characters are defined in R/Z since pkLk is an integral class in 
H*(BO, Q). Then if = means congruence mod Z we have 
2~k~((M)~2S~k(M)[M]~2~*S~~(M)[M]~2~GIS~I,(M)[M]~2~GI~r~(M). 
This shows that q(M)- IFIT is a multiple of (2~~)~‘. 
We defer briefly the proof that the greatest common divisor of the numbers n(M) - IFIn (M) 
is at most ~~7. 
Now recall from bordism theory [8] that 7~: M + M may be regarded as an element in the 
bordism of BG. Since M4*-’ bounds up to torsion we conclude from the bordism spectral 
sequence[8] that 7~: M + M bords up to torsion. Then there exists an integer N(M, P) and a 
covering 7~: p + W4’ with am = N(M, ~)i@, aW = N(M, w)M extending the covering 
r: N(M, r)A? + N(M, P)M. Here N(M, ~T)M denotes the disjoint union of N(M, r) copies of 
M. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. n(M)-IGIn( &(@)-IGIV)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of the n-invariant and gives a second 
proof that n(M)- jGl~(M) is topological. 
Theorem 4.1 yields 
COROLLARY 4.3. N(M, p) -----1-(7(v)-(G(r(W)) is always a multiple of (2~~)~‘. 
The invariant -l/[N(M, a)](~( %‘I) - ]G]T( W)) has been studied by Smith[l3]. His computa- 
tions and the identification of Proposition 5.2 allow us to finish the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. (Theorem 4.1, cont.) For any odd prime p and integer a Smith [ 13, p. 6661 constructs a
Z, covering of a manifold M of dimension 2a(p - 1) - 1 satisfying n(M) - pq(M) = (p - 1)/p a. 
If we take a = [2k/(p - l)] then 2a@ - 1) - 15 4k - 1. Now it is an elementary lemma 
(Proposition 6.1) that for a product X4’-’ x Y4j of Riemannian manifolds n (X x Y) = n (X)7( Y). 
Thus by taking products of complex projective space with the examples of Smith we find for each 
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odd prime 3 5p I 2k + 1 a 4k - 1 manifold M with n(a) -pv(M) = (p - 1)/p” where 
a = [2k/(p - l)]. Examination of the definition of pk completes the proof. 
55. LOCAL PRODUCT METRICS 
Let .$ = (F, E, B, 7~) be a fibre bundle where F, E, B are compact connected coherently 
oriented Riemannian manifolds. We say that 5 is locally metrically a product if there is a covering 
{U,} of B with P-‘( 17,) C E isometric to the product U, x F as Riemannian manifolds. 
If (G, i@, M, p) is the universal covering space of M and p a representation of G = r,(M) in 
the isometry group of some Riemannian manifold F then the associated bundle (F, &&F, M, ?T) 
is locally metrically a product. 
Conversely, let 5 = (F, E, B, P) be locally metrically a product. If H(TE) denotes the 
subbundle of TE which consists of vectors orthogonal to the bundle along the fibers of F then 
H( TE) defines a connection o on [. Since 5 is locally metrically a product his connection is flat. 
Therefore parallel translation around closed loops defines the holonomy representation 
p: g,(B)+I(F) where I(F) denotes the isometry group of F. .$ is the bundle (F, Bx,F, B, a) 
associated to this representation. 
We have shown 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If (a,(M), M, M, p) is the universal Riemannian covering of M and p any 
representation of a,(M) into the isometry group of F then the associated bundle is locally 
metrically a product. Conversely if the fibre bundle 5 = (F, E, B, P) is locally metrically a product 
then .$ is the associated bundle corresponding to the holonomy representation of the flat 
connection 0 on 5. 
Now suppose that 4 = (F, E, B, n) is locally metrically a product. Denote VB, VE the 
Levi-Civita connections on B, E respectively. Set V( TE) to be the bundle along the fibers and 
H( TE) its orthogonal complement. 
Definition 5.2. The connections V, 6 on V(TE), H(TE) defined by 
vxw= V(V,“W), 
9xY = H(VxEY), 
are called the connections induced by VE. 
X E TE, W E V(TE) 
X E TE, Y E H(TE) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The connection on H(TE) lifted by the projection IT from the Levi-Civita 
connection on TB coincides with the connection $ on H(TE) induced by the Levi-Civita 
connection on TE. 
Proof. Define the basic vector field associated to W E T(TB) to be the unique horizontal 
field which projects to it. 
We need only show that for Y basic we have: 
7T*(VxY) = v:._y(7r* Y), X E T(H(TE)) 
n*($xY) = 0, X E T(V(TE)) 
These statements are local and well known for product metrics. They therefore follow since 
the metric on E is locally a product. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The Levi-Civita connection on TE is the direct sum of the Levi-Civita of TB 
lifted to H(TE) and the connection induced on V(TE) by VE. 
Proof. By proposition 5.3 we need only show that VE = V @ $ where V, $ are the connections 
induced on H(TE), V(TE) by VE. For this it suffices to show that V @ $ preserves the metric on 
TE and has torsion zero. To complete the proof observe that both statements are local and well 
known for product metrics. 
56. ETA INVARIANTS OF LOCAL PRODUCT METRICS 
We investigate here the behavior of the eta invariant for fiber bundles of the class 9 
considered in O(2). Note that this does not require the fundamental group of the base to act 
trivially on the cohomology of the fiber. If (F, E, B, P) is in 9 we will denote by f, e b the 
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dimensions of F, E, B respectively. T(M), q(M) are the signature and eta invariant of a 
Riemannian manifold M and note that T(M) = 0 if dim MZ 4k and 77(M) = 0 if dim M # 4k - 1. 
The following proposition is elementary and well known: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let W = M X N be a product of Riemannian manifolds. Then q(W) = 
rl(M)dN) + dMh(N). 
Now suppose Li(pl, . . . , pi) is the jth L polynomial and pj is the least integer with 
Qi(P,, . . . 7 Pj) = P&i(pl,. * . ,pj) an integral class in H*(BO, Q). 
If V, W are vector bundles with total Pontriagin classes P(V), P(W) respectively then by 
Whitney duality: P( V @ W) = P(V) U P(W). Since the L sequence is multiplicative 
L(V@ W)= L(V) u L(W), 
where L(V)=ZLj(pl(V),...,pj(V)). 
The relation (6.1) implies 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
where p,+, /(CL+.) is an integer due to the explicit formula for ,hk given in the previous ection. 
Now corresponding to integral classes K E H*(BO, Q) we have corresponding Simon’s 
characters SK with (R/Z) values. If V and W are now Riemannian vector bundles and V @ W is 
given the direct sum connection making it into a Riemannian vector bundle we have 
SQ,+,(V@ W)~~~SQ,(V)*SQ,(W)(R/2-‘2). (6.3) 
I s 
(R /2-‘2) means congruence modulo multiples of (l/2). It is necessary to work in (R K’Z) rather 
than (R/Z) because while (6.2) holds in H*(BO, Q) it only holds modulo two torsion in 
H*(BO, Z). * in (6.3) is the star product of Cheeger[4]. Recall that if 9, SK are Simons 
characters on a bundle over a manifold X and the differential form K(n) vanishes then 
SK E H*(X) and SJ*SK = J U SK where J is the cohomology class in the definition of SJ. 
If (F, E, B, T) is locally metrically a product we denote Qi (B) the characteristic classes Qi for 
the tangent bundle to B and SQi (F) the Simons characters for the bundle along the fibers. Note 
that SQj(F) E H*(E, R/Z) if 4j >f. In the following theorem we assume that e = 4a - 1 since 
otherwise the stated result is trivial. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (F, E, B, a) E 9 be locally metrically a product. Then 
,-,(E)- T(~)q(~)- IT = 2 @$(n*Qi(B) U sQj(F))[El(R/2-‘~a-‘Z), (6.4) 
1 , 
where the sum is over i, j with 4i < b, i + j = a = e + l/4, and (R/Z’p,-‘Z) denotes congruence 
module multiples of (2~~)~‘. 
If one of the following conditions hold then the right hand side of (6.4) vanishes: 
(i) The Pontriagin classes of B vanish. 
(ii) The Pontriagin numbers of B vanish and r,(B) is finite. 
(iii) m(B) is finite and (r,(B), F) bounds up to torsion as an oriented a,(B) manifold. 
Proof. Denote by = congruence modulo multiples of (l/2). 
using Propositions 5.3, 5.4 in the second step. 
If 4i-l=b, i+j=a,then4j=f and 
T*SQi(B)*SQj(F)[E] s r*SQi(B) U Qj(F)[E] s pipjT(F)T(B) 
identifying [El with [B] x [F] since n,(B) preserves the orientation on F. 
Similarly if 4i = b, i + j = a then 4j - 1 = f and 
r*SQi(B)*SQj(F)[E] E P*Q~(B) U SQj(F)[E] ‘/+~T(B)~(F) 
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Thus 
U SQj(O)[EI 
with summation over the values stated in the theorem. This gives (6.4). 
Now proceed to the proof of (i), (ii), (iii). (i) is immediate from (6.4). 
For (ii) we know from [8] that the assumptions imply B bounds up to torsion as an element in 
the bordism of n,(B). Let 7rl(B) = G and B the universal cover of B. Suppose 
a(G, T, T) = N(G, B, B) from bordism theory. Denote (F, @‘, W) the bundle with fiber F 
associated to (G, T, T) via the holonomy representation on (F, E, B). 
If 4i < b, i + j = a, then 
7*(@(B) U SQ(F)[E] = P*SQ(B)*SQj(F)[E] =i /w Q(B) A Q,(F) ~0, 
Q(F) vanishes ince (F, W, W) is locally metrically a product and 4j >j. This completes the 
proof of (ii). 
The proof of (iii) is analogous to that of (ii) and left to the interested reader. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 6.2 is satisfied. Let a(G, T, T) = 
N(G, B, B) with G = r,(B). If (F, W, W) is the associated bundle of (G, T, T) with fiber F then 
17(E) - 7(F)q(B) = +(W) - 7(F)r( W)). (6.6) 
In particular the right hand side of (6.6) is a multiple of (2u0)-’ by Theorem 6.2. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Suppose the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 6.2 is satisfied. Let a(G, X) = 
N(G, F) for G = r,(B). Then if W is the associated bundle over B with fiber X: 
V(E) - v(F)~(B) =+(7(W)- 7(X)7(F)). (6.7) 
In particular by Theorem 6.2 the right hand side of (6.7) is a multiple of (2t~,-~. 
Remark. It would be interesting to have a better understanding of the right hand term in 
equation (6.4). Since the SQ(F) are global invariants the author sees no apparent reason why one 
should have SQj(F) = 0 for 4j > f in bundles which are locally metrically products. Note that the 
corresponding forms Qj(0) = 0 from the local product condition. 
With regard to the non-multiplicative properties of the ~-invariant we have only 
PROPOSITION 6.5. For fiber bundles (F, E, B, n) in 9 which are locally metrically products the 
equation 
q(E) = T)(F)~(B)+ q(BHF) (6.8) 
does not hold modulo multiples of pt.~cL-I, where e = 4a - 1 and p is any prime dividing t.~~_,. 
Proof. The examples of 04 give covering spaces 2, + S + S, dim S = 4a - 5, ~(5) = 0, 
p7(S) = -(p - 1)/p’ where p’ is the largest power of p dividing pael. Let Z, +ti+M be a 
covering space of the orientable Riemannian manifold M4 with T(M) = 1. 
Denote W = S x a/Z,,. Then we have the local products (ti, W, S), (3, W, M). If (6.8) holds 
modulo multiples of pp;:, then 
q(W) = q (S)T(M) = -(P - 1)/P', 
q(W) = 7(5)7(M) = 0. 
Contradiction. 
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